
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16-17 HIGH PERFORMANCE RENTAL SNOWBOARDS 

 

MEN’S SNOWBOARDS 
 

BATALEON 
 

Bataleon 
AIROBIC 
 

Flex: 3/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 
 

Camber:  Rocker on the sides, 

camber in the middle 
 

Lengths: 154  

Description: The Airobic is a freestyle snowboard 

with a twin board shape. This board packs snappiness 

for giant ollies. It’s response for smooth handling and 

great riding all over the mountain 

 

Features: Freestyle TBT (triple base technology) 

 

Best in: Freestyle 

Bataleon 
DISASTER 
 

Flex: 2/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 3/10 
 

Camber: Rocker on the sides, 

camber in the middle 
 

Lengths: 153  

Description: A true twin in every sense with JIB TBT 

for stable board slides with great bend and super legit 

presses. The DISASTER is built around a TOUGHCORE 

to give it a soft flex without sacrificing strength.  

 

Features: Jib Tech TBT (triple base technology) 

 

Best in: Freestyle 

 
 

 
 



Bataleon 
EVIL TWIN 
 

Flex: 5/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 
 

Camber: Rocker on the sides, 

camber in the middle 
 

Lengths: 157  

Description: Very poppy and super stable. A true 

twin shape with Jib Tech TBT, the EVIL TWIN is 

equally at home on big park kickers and backcountry 

booters. It also carves like a dream on groomers. 

 

Features: Freestyle TBT (triple base technology) 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Bataleon 

FUN.KINK 
 

Flex: 3/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 
 

Camber:  Rocker on the sides, 

camber in the middle 
 

Lengths: 157 

 

Description: A true twin built around the softest 

version of Bataleon’s CORE core. This gives it a very 

soft flex without sacrificing strength and makes the 

FUN.KINK one of the most forgiving and fun-to-ride 

men’s boards 

 

Features: Freestyle TBT (triple base technology) 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Bataleon 
GLOBAL WARMER 
 

Flex: 3/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 
 

Camber:  Rocker on the sides, 

camber in the middle 
 

Lengths: 154  

Description: Global Warmer is a park warrior. With 

carbon stringers under the bindings, experience next-

level performance with extreme pop, paired with  

Sintered Base technology which makes this thing 

really fly. 

 

Features: Freestyle TBT (triple base technology) 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain, powder 

Bataleon 

THE JAM 
 

Flex: 4/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 
 

Camber:  Rocker on the sides, 

camber in the middle 
 

Lengths: 156 

 

Description: The Magic Carpet is a freestyle, pow 

floating machine so, they couldn't name it anything 

else, the Twin Pow 3BT providing a sturdy and 

responsive ride when riding over those freshies. 

 

Features:Twin pow TBT (triple base technology) 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain, powder 

 



DC   
 

DC 
FOCUS 
 

Flex: 3/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 
 

Camber:  Flat with rocker tip 

and tail 
 

Lengths: 137,153 

 

Description: The Focus features a true-twin shape 

and forgiving flex. With 3º bevel on the edges plus 

user-friendly anti-camber profile, this is a top choice 

for beginners and riders looking to step up their skills. 

 

Features: Sintered Base, Impact Core, Quadrax 

Carbon Stringers 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

DC 
PLY 
 

Flex: 6/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 
 

Camber: Camber 
 

Lengths: 153,156 

 

Description: This is a team favourite. One of the 

more poppy and energetic boards in the DC line, it 

guarantees higher ollies and bigger slashes. The 

hybrid camber gives you all the benefits of the 

forgiving and playful reverse camber, but adds a 

snappy and responsive feel to the board. 

 

Features: Sintered Base, Impact Core, Quadrax 

Carbon Stringers 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

DC  

SPACE ECHO 
 

Flex: 7/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 
 

Camber:  Camber  
 

Lengths: 158 

 

Description: Laid up with a classic cambered profile 

using sturdy poplar, beech and triax fiberglass, DC 

has cooked up a powerful deck for attacking the 

entire mountain with power and velocity 

 

Features: Sintered Base, Stratus Core, Triax 

laminates. 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



DC  
SUPERNATANT 
 

Flex: 8/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 
 

Camber:  Micro Camber  
 

Lengths: 154 

 

Description: Developed with Devun Walsh, this 

directional freestyle powder blade gets its-floaty ride 

from the combination of a MicroCamber profile and 

lightweight Carbon/Kevlar laminates. 

 

 

Features: Sintered Base, Impact Core, Biax Laminate 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 
 
 

DINOSAURS WILL DIE   

Dinosaurs Will Die 

BOGART 
 

Flex: 4/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 
 

Camber: Flat camber 
 

Lengths: 146 152 
 

Description: Everyone's going to want a turn on this Flat 
Camber board, but you get to keep it all to yourself. No sharing. 

 

Features: Poplar wood core, Sintered base, ABD 

sidewall 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Dinosaurs Will Die 

GENOVESE 
 

Flex: 5/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 
 

Camber: Flat camber 
 

Lengths: 154 

 

Description: Genovese is that go anywhere, do 

anything deck, featuring a solid tech-spec including 

sintered base, flat profile and mid flex.  

 

 

Features: Poplar wood core, Sintered base, flat bank 

tips 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Dinosaurs Will Die 
KWON 
 

Flex: 6/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 
 

Camber: Camber 
 

Lengths: 156 
 

Description: The Kwon has a poplar wood core is 

reinforced with a Carbon V, enhancing edge control 

and keeping the pop consistent throughout its life. It 

will handle anything from chowder, groomers, and 

fresh dumps 
 

Features: Poplar wood core, Sintered base, ABS 

Sidewall 
 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Dinosaurs Will Die 

LARSON 
 

Flex: 5/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 
 

Camber: Flat camber 
 

Lengths: 155 

 

Description: The Larson with its RePop profile is 

essentially a beefed up Rat snowboard with a fast 

sintered base and an extra helping of pop – perfect 

for the XL lane in the park or just a responsive all 

mountain ride. 
 

Features: Poplar wood core, Sintered base, Blunt tip 

shape 
 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Dinosaurs Will Die 
MAET 
 

Flex: 3/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 
 

Camber: Camber 
 

Lengths: 158 

 

Description: The Maet is a mid-wide freestyle shred 

stick with a full camber profile that will rip lips and pop 

off hits like a thoroughbred velociraptor! 
 

Features: Poplar wood core, Extruded base, ABS 

Sidewall 

 
 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Dinosaurs Will Die 

RAT 
 

Flex: 4/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 
 

Camber: Reverse camber 
 

Lengths: 153 

 

Description: With a reverse camber profile and a 

mid soft flex, this one’s buttery, forgiving, and an 

excellent choice for rail rats the world over.  
 

Features: Poplar wood core, Extruded base, Blunt tip 

shape 
 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Dinosaurs Will Die 
WIZARD STICK 
 

Flex: 4/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 
 

Camber:  Hybrid camber 
 

Lengths: 158 

 

Description: the Wizardstick brings that trendy 

directional pointy shape that we’ve been seeing all 

over the shop to a board that you can take anywhere 

on the hill. Rail some proper carves, pop off some 

sidehits, the mid-soft flexing Wizardstick could very 

well be one of the most fun boards on the planet. 
 

Features: Poplar wood core, Extruded base. 
 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 

 

NEVER SUMMER   
 

  

Never Summer 

25 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 160 

 

Description: This directional freeride beast offers 

deep pow capabilities without sacrificing hardpack 

performance. Dive in the deep, pilfer the secret 
stashes, and still arc on the way back to the lift. 

Features: Carbon topsheet, wood core, ptex 
sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: All-mountain 

Never Summer 

FUNSLINGER 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 4/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 156 

 

 

Description: Never Summers Funslinger is one of 

the lightest Freestyle boards on the Market. A soft 

asymmetrical twin freestyle deck designed to 

dominate park, pipe and street Featuring Boost Flex 

Core and Ripsaw profile for pop and stability while 
retaining a forgiving flex. 

Features: Carbonium topsheet, wood core, ptex 
sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Never Summer 
PROTOTYPE II 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 154 158X  

 

Description: Play, press, bounce, and arc with 

confidence knowing that the Proto-Type will offer the 

response and lively feel you've always dreamed of 

having underneath your feet. 

Features: Carbon topsheet, wood core, ptex 
sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Never Summer 
RIPSAW 

Flex: 7/10 

Manoeuvrability: 9/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 156,159 

 

 

Description: Like nothing you’ve ever ridden before, 

it goes everywhere and shreds anything. The true 

twin Ripsaw CR provides superior edge hold, amazing 

playfulness, incredible float and gigantic pop ... 

especially when compared to traditional camber 
boards 

Features: Carbonium topsheet, wood core, ptex 
sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Never Summer 
WARLOCK 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 154 156X 

 

Description: This all-black matte topsheet board is 

laid up with carbon and a Press Flex Core in order to 
take on the mountain with a unique approach 

 

Features: Carbon topsheet, wood core, ptex 

sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 



NITRO   
 

  

Nitro 

BRYAN FOX 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Camber 

Lengths: 158 

 

Description: With a mid-wide width, directional 

shape, and the classic feel of a radial sidecut this is 
your everyday freestyle stick. 

 

Features: Powercore, sintered base, Bi laminate 
topsheet. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Nitro  

ELIAS ELHARDT 

Flex: 6/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Roof chop camber 

Lengths: 159 

 

Description: Originally it was designed as a powder 

board but really performs well in the park and all over 

the mountain. It’s one of the most fun boards that 

Nitro has created and should be ridden everywhere. 

The longer pointed nose makes for better float in pow 

and easier nose and tail grabs when you want to get 
"XTREME!!!" 

Features: Powercore, tri-lite laminates, Sintered 
base, ballistic impact panels. 

Best in: All mountain twin 

Nitro 

GLORY STOMPER 

Flex: 6/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Flat camber 

Lengths: 156 

 

Description: Urban flex and Mid-Wide width, this 

board turns a grind into a completely new experience. 

Go ahead and hit that 10 ft. drop, the board is packed 

with technology such as the Ballistic Impact Panel 

which means the same stuff that's in bulletproof vests 

protecting the core of your board. Paired with the 
RailKiller Edge, this board is quite nearly indestructible 

Features: Powercore, rail killer edge, sintered base, 
ballistic impact panels. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Nitro 
SMP 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Camber 

Lengths: 155 

 

Description: The SMP has a directional shape 

and a radial sidecut that blends an old school 

feel with unrestricted all-mountain capability. 

 

Features: Powercore, extruded base, bi 
laminate topsheet. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Nitro  

T1 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Flat camber 

Lengths: 153, 155, 156w 

 

 

Description: The team favourite true twin. The new 

zero camber shape gives a versatile ride with control 

both in the park and all over the mountain. The flex is 

forgiving enough for anyone to enjoy and at high 

speeds stiffens up for a more aggressive response 

time. 

Features: Powercore, rail killer edge, sintered base, 

bi-lite laminates 

Best in: Freestyle 

 
 

 
 

ROME   
 

  

Rome 

ARTIFACT 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Camber 

Lengths: 155 

 

Description: The Artifact Snowboard and its 

distinctive nose and tail shape will let everyone know 

where you're coming from. Full camber for max pop, 

Rebound sidewalls for impact strength, and skatedeck 
technology for the feel you want, it's all there 

Features: Stomp core, Hot rods, Extruded base, 
Rebound sidewall.. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Rome  
ARTIFACT ROCKER 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: Flat Camber 

Lengths: 156 

 

Description: Ollie it, press it, stomp it, ride it out like 

a baller on the Rome Artifact Rocker Snowboard. 

Crafted with freestyle-focused FreePop Rocker which 

places a flat section between the bindings for epic 

stability In the case of a surprise pow day, the Artifact 

can handle big drops and floats with ease due to its 

rockered nose and medium flex 

Features: Stomp core, Hot rods, Extruded base, 
Rebound sidewall. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Rome  

CROSSROCKET 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: 3D camber 

Lengths: 158w,156 

 

Description: The fun won't ever end on the Rome 

Crossrocket Snowboard. A NoHang-Ups Pop 2.0 

rocker lessens your chances of catching and edge but 

keeps the powerful pop of camber for a balanced 

profile that floats powder, stabilizes landings, and 

provides all-mountain support. 

Features: Super pop core, No hangups Pop, 
Sintereded base. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Rome  

FACTORY ROCKER 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 158 

 

Description: Designed to take over and transform 

your all-mountain riding skills by giving you the pop, 

precision and board control for tight turns and big airs. 

The rocker profile between your feet is so mellow it is 
practically flat, meaning extra stability 

Features: pop core, Bambooster tech, Extruded base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Rome  
REVERB ROCKER 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 157 

 

 

Description: Constructed with a mild flex, true 

twin shape for riding switch with no stance set back 

and a rocker, camber blended profile. This results in 

a board that feels just as fun riding natural terrain 
as it does on groomers. 

Features: Super pop core, Hot rods, Sintereded base. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 

 
 

SALOMON   
 

  

Salomon 
ASSASSIN 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Rock out camber 

Lengths: 155, 157w 

 

 

Description: This sneaky slayer has a do-it-all twin 

shape with Salomon’s Rock Out camber, a blend of 

flat and positive camber that yields the benefits of 

both. Bamboo and aspen fill in a core that’s milled 

to accentuate flex and pop when loading up turns 

and ollies. Cork slivers finish off the sidewalls for a 
smooth edge feel. 

Features: Aspen core, cork sliver sidewall, sintered 
base 

Best in: Freestyle 

Salomon 
DERBY 

Flex: 6/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Camber 

Lengths: 151 

 

Description: The Derby is one sick puppy. 

Featuring Rocket Science, a shorter and wider 

shape for turning on a dime, Pow Rocker for 

flotation on deep days 

 

Features: Aspen core, Biax glass, slix base 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Salomon 
HUCK KNIFE 

Flex: 6/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber: Quad camber 

Lengths: 158 

 

 

Description: The Huck Knife delivers a mix of 

precision, response and forgiveness in a 

symmetrical flex, true twin package. Blast off 

cat tracks with the best of 'em. 

 

Features: Aspen core, slingshot sidewall, sintered 
base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Salomon 

SUPER 8 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber:  Back seat camber 

Lengths: 154, 163 

 

 

Description: Super8 Snowboard is a directional deck 

that'll carve trenches on the hardpack one run, then 

float effortlessly through powder on the next. The 

Super8's unique directional, tapered shape paired 

with the Back Seat Camber profile give this board a 

super fun, pre-loaded feel that's driven easily by your 
back foot. 

Features: Aspen core, Royal rubber sidewall, 
sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Salomon 
VILLAIN 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber:  Rock out camber 

Lengths: 158 

 

 

Description: The Villain is a freestyle board 

with real all-mountain capabilities. The 

Camber in the ‘Rock Out Camber’ profile 

provides pop and precision, while the mellow 

tip and tail rises make for effortless presses 
and improves the float in soft snow 

Features: Aspen core, cork sliver sidewall, 
sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



STEPCHILD   
 

Stepchild 

DIRTBAG 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Flat camber 

Lengths: 150,157 

 

 

Description: Bringing Asymmetric technology 

into a shape that look pretty much normal! 

The new ASYM shape has a tighter radius on 

the toe edge than heel edge this means that it 

works with the different pressures from the 

bindings aiding turning. 

Features: Biaxial glass, asymmetric, extruded 

base 

Best in: Freestyle 

Stepchild 

LATCHKEY 

Flex: 6/10-4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 – 5/10 

Camber: Camber  

Lengths: 154 

 

Description: Tip to tail full wood core and 2 

Kevlar stringers give the Latchkey a more 

stable and chatter free ride, and increasing 

ollie power. This classic combination continues 

to win awards, and can handle any terrain you 

can toss at it. Available in camber or reverse 
camber. 

Features: Biaxial glass, Kevlar stringers, 
extruded base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Stepchild 

MAI THAI 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: Micro camber 

Lengths: 152,155 

 

 

Description: The Stepchild Mai Tai is a twin 

shaped, micro camber soft and fun. It feature 

Micro Camber – The small amount of camber 

is made to give you the feel of a broken in 

camber board, but still giving you pop and 
stability. Kicker Core… 

Features: Biaxial glass, extruded base 

Best in: Freestyle 



Stepchild  
OG POW 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber:  Flat Camber 

Lengths: 161 

 

Description: This is a powder specific flat 

cambered board with a tapered directional tail & a 

larger nose for extra float & quick responsive tuning in 

between tight trees in the deepest of snow.  A super 

fast sintered base with a biax topsheet for a medium 
flex, this board is a true all mountain charger. 

Features: Kicker FSC core, sintruded base, 

Biaxial glass. 

Best in: Freestyle 

Stepchild  

STEREOTYPE 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber:  Reverse Camber 

Lengths: 154,157 

 

 

Description: The Stereotype is freestyle, 

soft-to-mid flex board, built for increasing 

your trick repertoire. It is equally impressive 
across the whole mountain. 

 

Features: Biaxial glass, sintruded base 

 

Best in: Freestyle 

Stepchild  

SUCKS 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber:  Hybrid Camber 

Lengths: 154,157 

 

 

Description: King of Pop Hybrid Camber 

reacts with power likte a camber board when 

loaded on firm snow, and when in powder the 

small section of reverse between the feet 

gives effortless float. Perfect for all terrain and 

snow conditions 

Features: Biaxial glass, sintruded base 

Best in: Freestyle 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 



WOMEN’S SNOWBOARDS 
   

BATALEON   
   

Bataleon 

DISTORTIA 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: Rocker on the sides, 
camber in the middle 

Lengths: 146,149 

 

 

Description: The sister of the men's Evil Twin 

board. Complete with an Extruded Base, a Pop 

Core, and Bi-Ax Laminate, this board is jam-

packed with the works for an amazing ride 
that'll last. 

Features: Jib Tech TBT (triple base technology) 

Best in: Freestyle 

Bataleon 

SHE W 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: Rocker on the sides, 
camber in the middle 

Lengths: 146 

 

 

Description: The sister of the men's Global 

Warmer. With carbon stringers under the bindings, 

experience next-level performance with extreme pop, 

paired with  Sintered Base technology which makes 

this thing really fly. 

Features: Jib Tech TBT (triple base technology) 

Best in: Freestyle 

 

 

DC   

DC  
BIDDY 

Flex: 6/10 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 

Camber: Anti camber 

Lengths: 143,147,151 

 

 

Description: The Biddy provides a different 

ride specifically designed for shooting up 

beginners to pro-status. Reducing edge catch 

with rocker, and a medium flex rating paired 

with the Bi-Ax laminate gives this board an 

excellent foundation for solidifying beginning 
moves and basic manoeuvers. 

Features: Extruded Base, Impact Core 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



DC 
PLY 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: Positive camber 

Lengths: 146,150,153 

 

Description: The Ply is a super responsive 

and poppy board with a much softer and 

forgiving nose and tail. When you want to ride 

fast and get aggressive, this board responds 

beautifully. At the same time, the softer nose 

and tail absorb a lot of the energy to create a 

super smooth feel. 

Features: Extruded base, Impact Core 

 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

DC 

TELEGRAPH 

Flex: 6/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber: Positive camber 

Lengths: 144 

 

Description: The Telegraph's true-twin 

shape, moderate flex, and positive camber 

profile make it an excellent choice for freestyle 

oriented riders looking to add even more tricks 

to their bag. 

Features: Sintered base, Stratus Core, Biaxial 
Glass. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

  

 

 

DINOSAURS WILL DIE   

Dinosaurs Will Die 

BOGART 
 

Flex: 4/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 
 

Camber: Flat camber 
 

Lengths: 146 152 
 

Description: Everyone's going to want a turn on 
this Flat Camber board, but you get to keep it all to 
yourself. No sharing. 
 

Features: Poplar wood core, Sintered base, 

ABD sidewall 
 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Dinosaurs Will Die 
BRAT 
 

Flex: 4/10 
 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 
 

Camber: Reverse camber 
 

Lengths: 146 

 

Description: Don't let looks deceive you.... it 
packs a punch! Adopting the lower profile reverse 
camber that we use on other boards in the line, the 
BRAT puts a beating on all terrain in its path. 
 

Features: Poplar wood core, Extruded base, 

Blunt tip shape 
 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 

 

NEVER SUMMER   
 

  

Never Summer 
INFINITY 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber:  Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 142,142,151 

 

 

Description: The Infinity is the go-anywhere, do-
anything, all-terrain deck that handles hardpack, 
powder, natural features and park for the ladies. 
With Never Summer's camber/rocker/camber 
profile, the Infinity has the perfect balance of 
floaty, easy-going style with precision response. 

Features: Carbon topsheet, wood core, ptex 
sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Never Summer 

ONYX 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 140,146 

 

 

Description: A true twin, blunted, low profile, light 
weight, landing, stomping, spinning machine built 
for the hard-core female park rider. It’s a buttery 

and playful ride that will also put down a carve 
when called upon. 

Features: Carbon Topsheet, wood core, ptex 
sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle 



Never Summer 
PROTOTYPE II 

Flex: 6/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 145,151 

 

 

Description: The women’s Proto Type Two 

Snowboard is an asymmetrical snowboard and 

features a deeper sidecut on the heelside for 

easier turn initiation and a NS SuperLight 

Wood Core, so you don't have to fight to 
carve, it will have you arcing energized turns 

Features: Carbon Topsheet, super light wood core, 
ptex sidewall, sintered base 

Best in: Freestyle 

 

NITRO   
 

  

Nitro 

FATE 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber:  Flatcamber 

Lengths: 147 

 

 

Description: The Fate Snowboard, your 

search has come to an end. Featuring 

responsive Flat Camber and a Dual Degressive 

Sidecut, the Fate can arc turns top to bottom. 

Hop on the Nitro Fate Snowboard and shred 

the whole mountain with ease. 

Features: Powercore II , extruded base. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Nitro 
MYSTIQUE 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 149 

 
 

Description: the Nitro Mystique Snowboard is 

a board that you'll feel like you've been riding 

for years. Playful, catch-free and forgiving, the 

Mystique lets your spirit fly free and venture 

around the resort without the limitations of a 
terrain-specific board. 

Features: Powercore II , extruded base. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Nitro 
SPELL 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber: Flat camber with 
rocker tip and tail 

Lengths: 145 

 

Description: FlatOut Rocker is what makes 

this board a dream come true in and out of 

the park. The flat base under foot with early 

lift off before the contact points offers freedom 

and flex when you want it, and the support 
when you need it. 

Features: Powercore, rail killer edge, 

extruded base. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 

ROME   
 

  

Rome 

Heist 

Flex: 5/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 150 

 

Description: Designed with a highly versatile 

medium flex that's reinforced by a snappy 

carbon laminate. Riding with the ultimate 

response and precision for turning, the Heist 

still offers up a playfulness that intermediate 
riders will find progressive and fun. 

Features: Core matrix, sintered base, carbon 

laminate. 

Best in: All mountain twin 

Rome  

ROYAL 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Flat camber 

Lengths: 144 

 

Description: A new board in the line, the 

royal lays down everyday performance for 

riders who like cruising their favourite lines 

and exploring with friends. A fun combination 

of camber, flex and technology create a feel 

that flows with the terrain that you ride.  

Features: Core matrix, extruded base, biax 
glass. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 



Rome  

SCANDAL 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber: Flat camber 

Lengths: 146 

 

Description: Call the paparazzi, we've got a 

scandal on the mountain - the Rome Scandal 

Snowboard, that is. NoHang-Ups Rocker gives 

you the versatility you need to shred the 

whole mountain. Don't limit yourself with a 
different board. 

Features: no hang ups rocker, sintered base, 

biax glass. 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 

SALOMON   
 

  

Salomon 
GYPSY 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 7/10 

Camber: Rock out camber 

Lengths: 147 

 

 

Description: Created for all-mountain 

domination, the medium flex and Rock Out 

Camber gives this board great feel. Packed in 

with the Popster Booster, this board's ready to 

bounce off the snow and Royal Rubber Pads 

placed on high pressure zones of the sidewall 

will help absorb the impact while cutting down 

board chatter. 

Features: Aspen core, sintered base, popster 
booster, triax fibre 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

Salomon 

OH YEAH 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 5/10 

Camber:  Flat out rocker 

Lengths: 147 

 

 

Description: The Oh Yeah Snowboard for 

unrivalled and fearless approaches to jumps 

twice your size. The Aspen Strong and Popster 

Core will get you to new heights in the park, 

and the Freestyle edge bevel will keep the 

board carving. 

Features: Aspen core, extruded base, popster 
booster, royal rubber pads 

Best in: Freestyle 

 



Salomon 
WONDER 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 6/10 

Camber:  Flat out rocker 

Lengths: 143 

 

 

Description: This directional twin boasts its 

flat out rocker with a quadratic sidecut. With 

the Royal rubber pads under your feet to 

soften the impact through bumpy landings it 
can cope with everything you throw at it. 

Features: Aspen core, sintered base, popster 
booster, royal rubber pads 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 

STEPCHILD   
 

  

Stepchild 

MOUSTACHE RIDER 

Flex: 3/10 

Manoeuvrability: 4/10 

Camber: Rocker 

Lengths: 143 

 

Description: With a soft flex and 

predominantly twin shape the Moustache Rider 

is perfectly suited to park and freestyle riding. 

an extra 10mm length in the nose means that 

it will float in soft snow, making it a versatile 

all-mountain board for the lady’s. 

Features: Armor core, extruded base, biaxial 
glass 

Best in: Freestyle 

Stepchild 
THE PONY 

Flex: 4/10 

Manoeuvrability: 8/10 

Camber: Hybrid camber 

Lengths: 151 

 

Description: The Pony benefits from reduced 

swing weight by utilizing a tapered nose and 

tail construction. A lightweight computer 

controlled poplar core delivers a soft, light and 

easy to maneuver board. The true twin shape 

delivers a versatile board that can tackle the 
entire mountain. 

Features: Light kicker core, sintruded base, 

biaxial glass 

Best in: Freestyle, all-mountain 

 


